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ABSTRACT

MEASURING   HOUSING   QUALITY:       THE   HEDONIC

INDEX   TECHNIQUE.       (September  l982)

Myra  Mccrickard  Ragland,   B.S. ,   Westhampton  College

M.A.,   Appalachian  State  University

Thesis  Chairperson:     Larry  V.   Ellis

The  decision  to  purchase  or  rent  a  house  involves

more  than  obtaining  a  structure  in  which  to   live.     A

dwelling  unit  may  be  considered  to  be  a  bundle  of  goods.

Components  of  this   "housing  bundle"  vary   in  characteristics

with  respect  to  the  number  of  bedrooms,   the  size  of   the

living  area,   or  the  presence  of  a  fireplace,   etc.     Due

to  the  large  number  of  characteristics  comprising  each

bundle,   housing  units  are  more  difficult  to  compare  than

single  commodities.

The  hedonic  approach  is  one  method  used  to  rna,ke

comparisons  of  quality.     Basically,   hedonic  theory  involves

the  construction  of  a  price  index.     Regression  analysis  is

performed  on  a  hedonic  equation  with  rent   as  the  dependent

variable  and  housing  characteristics  as  independent

variables.     The  regression  coefficients  of  each  housing

characteristic  are  interpreted  as  implicit  prices  of  that
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characteristic.     Dwelling  units  can  then  be  compared  on

the  basis  of   an   index  constructed  fl.om  this  equation.

The  purpose  of  this  research  ef fort  is  to  use  the

hedonic  technique  to  construct  an  index  to  measure  housing

quality.     This  measure  is  then  applied  in  an  analysis  of

the  Existing  Housing  component  of  the  Section  8  program

in  rural  areas.     Section  8  is  a  federal  program  designed

to  provide  low-income  f anilies  with  better  quality  housing

at  a  lower  cost  through  rent  subsidies.     The  analysis

uses  the  hedonic  technique  to  determine  if  participants

in  the  program  actually  receive  an  increase  in  housing

quality.     The  results  of  this  analysis  support  the
hypothesis  that  participants  in  the  Section  8  Existing

Housing  program  in  rural  areas  do  benef it  from  the

program  with  better  housing  conditions.
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CHAPTER   1

INTRODUCTION

The  housing  market  plays  a  crucial  role  in  determining

the  welfare  of  every  American.     For  this  reason,   housing  is

a,n  issue  of  concern  not  only  to  the  individual  but  to  the

community  as  well.     The  decision  to  purchase  or  rent  a

house  involves  much  more  than  obtaining  a  structure  in  which

to   live.     Housing  produces  many  services  encompassing

everything  connected  with  the  use  of  the  dwelling  unit.

Basically.,   housing  choices  involve  decisions  concerning

structural  and  neighborhood  attributes.     Structural  character-

istics  include  the  physical  qualities  of  the  dwelling  unit

itself ,   while  neighborhood  characteristics  are  those  services

obtained  f ron  the  surrounding  physical  environment  and  social

atmosphere . i

Providing  adequate  housing  for  those  not  able  to  af ford

it  became  a  major  social  objective  in  the  early  1960's.     This

goal  was  later  ref lected  in  the  passage  of  the  Housing  and

Urban  Development  Act  of   1965.     Since  that   time,   philosophies

concerned  with  the  most  effective  mea,ns  to  achieve  this

objective  have  undergone  a  gradual  evolution.

The  most  extensively  used  method  of  I ederal  housing

assistance  has  been  public  housing  programs  in  which  rental
I
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units  are  constructed  to  serve  low-income  families  who

receive  rent  subsidies  from  the  government.     Although  the

federal  government  had  been  providing  assistance  to  the

nation's  poor  since  the  mid-1930'S,   inadequacies   in  meeting

basic  housing  needs  were  still  evident  in  the  60's.2     In

response  to  those  needs,   the  Housing  and  Urban  Development

Act  of   1965  provided  for  the  creation  of  the  Department  of

Housing   and  Urban  Development   (HUD)   and   two  major   subsidy
3

programs .

However,   in  the  years  following  implementation  of

the  Act,   problems  surfaLced  which  ilidicated  the  need  for

improvement   in  the  programs.     In  addition,   the  administration

bega,n  to  I avor  a  direct  cash  supplement  program  because  it

would  provide  households  greater  freedom  in  selecting

housing  and  also  make  more  eff icient  use  of  the  private

housing  markets.4

In  order  to  eliminate  some  of  these  problems,   the

Housing  and  Community  Development  Act  of   1974  provided  for

formation  of   the  Section  8  Housing  Assistance  I>ayments

Program  under   the  direction  of  the  Department  Qf  IIousir}g

and  Urban  Development.      Its  purpose   is  to  provide  housing

assistance  to  low  income  families  by  lowering  housing  costs

or  improving  housing  standards  using  two  basic  approaches.

The  Existing  Housing  program  is  designed  to  encourage  the

use  of  existing  dwe.lling  units   in  the  rental  housing  market.

The  New  Construction,   Moderate  Rehabilitation,   and  Substan-

tial  Rehabilitation  programs  are  intended  to  stimulate
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production  aLnd  rehabilitation  of  hou`sing  units  by  the

private  sector.
Under  the  Existing  Housing  component  of  the  Section

8  program,   rent  supplements  are  provided  to  families  renting

privately  owned  housing  that  pass  required  quality

standards.     Implementation  of  the  program  represents  a  novel

approach  to  housing  assistance  in  that  tenants  are  allowed

to  select  the  rental  unit  and  negotiate  leasing  terms.5

Participants  receive  rent  subsidies  which  make  up  any

difference  between  25%  of  their  income  and  gross  rent.6

The  Section  8  Existing  Housing  program  is  the  second

largest  program  in  the  United  States  which  provides  low-

income  rental  assistance  to  households.     Still,   the  number

of  households  eligible  for  assistance  exceeds  the  funds

available  for  rent  supplements.7    Given  that  resources  are

limited,   eva,1uations  of  programs  such  as  Section  8  to

determine  the  eff iciency  with  which  objectives  are  being

met  are  important.     Programs  judged  to  be  efficient  are

those  that  meet  their  objectives  using  the  fewest  possible

resources.     Thus,   in  beginning  an  evaluation,   it  must  be

I irst  determined  that  the  stated  goals  of  a  program  are

in  fact  being  met.

Analysis  in  this  study  was  designed  to  answer  this

initial  ques'tion  with  respect  to  the  Section  8  Existing

Housing  program.     Its  overall  intent  is  to  determine  if  the

Existing  Housing  component  of  Section  8  actually  increases

housing  quality  for  participants,   which  is  one  of  its  basic
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goals.     The  primary  purpose  of  this  research  effort  is  to

apply  a  technique  for  measuring  housing  quality  change  to

make  this  determination.     It  is  significant  because  it

provides  a  basis  on  which  program  evaluation  can  begin.

Comparisons  of  single  homogeneous   commodities  are  not

difficult.     However,   because  housing  can  be  considered  as

a  bundle  of  many  goods,   comparisons  of  housing  quality  are

often  more  complica,ted.     This  research  effort   involves  the

construction  of  a  hedonic  index  to  measure  housing  quality.

Comparisons  of  pre-program  and  program  samples  can  then  be

made  to  determine  if  better  housing  conditions  are  realized

by  Existing  Housing  participants.     The  statistical  tech-

nique  of  multivariate  regression  ana,lysis  forms  a  basis  for

this  approach.     Rent  payments  are  regressed  on  all  character-

istics  believed  to  be  importa,nt  in  determining  the  level

of  housing  quality.     Theoretically,   the  coefficient  estimates

on  the  regressor  variables  can  then  be  interpreted  as  the

implicit  price  of  each  housing  characteristic.     A  measure

of  housing  quality  can  be  obtained  for  a  dwelling  unit  or

the  mean  dwelling  unit  by  multiplying  the  quality  of  each

characteristic  conta,ined  in  the  dwelling  unit  by  its

implicit  price.

The  rest  of  the  paper  is  divided  into  three  sections.

In  Chapter  2,   the  theoretical  basis  underlying  the  use  of

the  hedonic  technique  is  discussed  as  well  as  limitations

involving  its  construction  and  interpretation.     In  Chapter

3,   the  empirical  results  of  this  study  are  presented.
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Chapter  4  provides  an  overall  summary  of  the  paper  and

contains  suggestions  for  further  research.
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CHAPTER   2

THEORETICAL   ANALYSIS   0F   THE   HEDONIC   TECIINIQUE

A  dwelling  unit  may  be  considered  to  be  a  bundle  of

goods.     Components  of  this   "housing  bundle"  vary  in  charac-

teristics  with  respect  to the number  of  bedrooms,   the  size

of  the  living  area,   or  the  presence  of  a  fireplace,   etc.

Dif I erences  in  the  quantity  and  quality  of  these  character-

istics  are  reflected  in  the  total  price  of  the  housing

unit.     Due  to  the  large  number  of  characteristics  comprising

each  bundle,   housing  units  are  more  difficult  to  compare

than  single  commodities.     Yet,   such  comparisions  are

valuable  to  the  policymaker  in  evaluating  the  ef fective-

ness  of  programs  such  as  the  Section  8  Housing  Assistance

Payments  Program.

The  hedonic  approach  is  one  method  used  to  make

comparisons of quality.     Basically,   hedonic  theory  involves

the  construction  of  a  price  index.     Regression  analysis  is

performed  using  an  equation  with  rent  as  the  dependent

variable  and  housing  characteristics  as  independent  varia-

bles.     The  regression  coefficient  of  each  housing

characteristic  is  interpreted  as  the  implicit  price  of  that

characteristic.     Itwelling  units  can  then  be  compared  by

computing  an  index  which  is   the  sum  of  the  products  of `the

quality  of  each  characteristic  and  its  implicit  price.
7



8
In  order  to  understand  hedonic  theory  and  the  justi-

fication  for  its  use,   this   chapter  begins  with  a  discussion

of  the  assumptions  underlying  the  hedonic  approach.     An

explanation  of  the  theoretical  grounds   for  tlie  hedonic

technique  follows.     The  chapter  concludes  with  a  summary

of  its  application  in  empirical  studies  as  well  as  limita-

tions  on  its  interpretation.

The  I irst  assumption  made  in  the  application  of

hedonic  techniques  to  the  analysis  of  housing  quality

is  that   a  house  is  a  bundle  of  goods  composed  of  diverse

characteristics  rather  than  a  single  homogenous   commodity.

Comparisons  of  dwelling  units   are  ba,sed  on   the  number  and

type  of  these  characteristics  embodied  in  a  particular

unit.     However,   in  order  to  make  quality  comparisons,   the

value  of  ea,ch  housing  characteristic  must  be  known  so   thaLt

appropriate  weights  may  be  assigned  each  feature.     Because

the  price  of  each  feature  can  not  be  directly  determined,

a  second  assumption  must  be  made  for  the  hedonic  approach

to  be  valid.     The  rent  of  a  dwelling  unit  must  ref lect

dif ferences  in  the  number  and  type  of  features  and  implicit

prices  of  these  features  can  be  assigned  on  the  basis  of

regression  analysis.1

A  complete  theol.etical  foundation  for  the  hedonic

relation  has  yet   to  be  developed.     Models  which  have  been

proposed  can  be  classified  into  three  major  categories.

Probably  the  most   familiar  models  are  those  based  on



theories  of  household  production,   such  as  the  models

proposed  by  Lancaster  and  Muth.2

The  theory  of  utility  maximization  in  the  household

production  models   is   explained  by  John  Muellbauer.      In  his

analysis,   the  household  derives  utility  not   from  the  good

it  purchases,   but  from  the  characteristics  contained  in

that  good.     Muellbauer  begins  with  the   following  assumptions

Of  utility:

.    .    .   a  household   .    .    .   purchases  market   goods
in  quantities  xi ,..., xm  (which  yield  no
`direct  utility)  whose  purpose  is  to  jointly
produce  the  commodities  Zi   and  Z2  which  yield

#:reuu=(U;Z±;ZZ3sumed  to  be  convex.     Let   the
joint   production   function  be   F(xi ,..., Xm;

Z;;i::i:;;3:;s;iili;i:I;::i!i::|in*#;n:3: '
¥m. gtv::sZ±ea:£ezzo:::o::n¥::;s  the  budget
constraint
(2)      y=   £pixi                    i=1 ,... '    in

From  these  assumptions,   utility   is  maximized  in  two  stages:

Stage  1:      Minimize   C  =   zpixi   of  producing  any
given  bundle  Zi,Z2.     Let   the  Lagrangian  be
[where  x   is   the  vector   (xi ,...,   xm)]

i:2  tle=s:figi.:
7T [F(X; Z| '  Z2 ) ]

be  given  by  the  cost  function
c   =   c   (p,    Zl,Z2,    .    .
cost  of  producing  Zj

(4)       7,i    =             6    cJ
Differentiating

J

zi3,

(5)        Tri    =              6    F
6z

Def ine  the  shadow  marginal

j   =   1,2

with  respect   to  Zj   gives

j   =  i,2

Stage   2:      Maximize   U  =   U   (Zi,Z2)   subject   to   the
constraint
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i:t  txe=L:5:;n:I;Z23robLems  be
(7)      max   L2   =   U   (Zi,Z2)   +  A  [y-C(P;Zi,Z2)]

La,ncaster's  model   is  based  on  this  theory  of   the

household  production  function.     In  his  model:

::c:  i:::=!f  good  i  is  made
amount  bii  of  Zi  and  b2i  of Z:.8f

a  f ixed

It  is  assumed  that  consumers  will  minimize  the  cost

of  a  particular  bundle.     The  price  of  the  purchased  goods

is  equal  to  the  sum  of  their  shadow  prices  multiplied  by

their  fixed  amounts.5

Muellbauer  points  out  two  basic  problems  with  this

approach.     A  linear  relationship  between  the  market  prices

and  characteristics  is  implied  which  may  not  always  be  true.

Also,   information  regarding  the  exact  amount  of  the  charac-

teristic,   b,   may  not  always  be  available.6

A  second  class  of  theories  that  form  a  basis  for  the

hedonic  technique  include  the  IIouthakker  and  Rosen  models.

The  basic  assumption  of  these  models  is  that  utility  is

derived  directly  from  the  characteristics  of  a  particular

bundle  of  goods  and  the  shadow  prices  of  these  goods  are

supply  determined.     Utility  is  maximized  given  the  chara,cter-

istic  prices  and  the  budget  constraint.7

The  third  major  category  of  models  contains  the  Fisher-

Shell   "simple  repackaging  hypothesis."     This  model   endows

each  market  good  with  a  set  of   "physical   characteristics"

which  forms   its  quality   index.     Similar   types  .of  .goods
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have  the  same  indices,   therefore  they  are  "independent  of

market  variables"  and  can  be  aggregated  by  summing  quaLlity

indices  "weighted  by  the  number  of  units  of  each  good

Purchased . n8

None  of  the  models  discussed  above  have  completely

resolved  all  the  theoretical  questions  related  to  the

hedonic  approach.     Some  of  the  underlying  assumptions  which

impose  restrictions  on  their  use  are  more  fully  discussed

by  Muellbauer.9     Nonetheless,   the  hedonic  approach  is  use-

ful   in  analyzing  many  situations  in  which  comparisons

involving  a  bundle  of   goods  must  be  made.     The  approach

used  in  this  research  ef fort  is  based  on  the  Lancaster

household  production  model.

Many  empirical  studies  applying  the  hedonic  approach

can  be  found  in  the  literature.     Hedonic  theory  has  been

used  extensively  to  evaLluate  several  aspects  of  I ederal

housing  subsidy  programs.     It  has  been  useful   in  developing

comparisons  of  total  program  benef its  and  costs   (Wallace

et  al.,1981)  as  well  as  in  the  evaluation  of  Fair  Market

Rents   (Ma,1pezzi,   Ozanne,   and  Thibodeau,   n.d.).L°     The

majority  of  studies  using  this  approach  have  concentrated

on  a  single  market  area;   however,   there  have  been  four

attempts  to  analyze  larger  cross-sections.     An  analysis

using  Annual  Housing  Survey  data  was  completed  on  numerous

SMSAs   (Follain  and  Malpezzi),    (Follain,   Ozanrie;   arid
11

Alburger).          In  addition,   HUD  has  sponsored  research  efforts
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in  urban  areas   (Wallace,   Bloom,   et  al.,1981)   as  well  as

in  rural  areas   (Combs,   et  al.,1982).

The  cur.rent  analysis  is  an  extension  of  the  latter

study.     In  June  of  1982,   an  "Evaluation  of  the  Section  8

Existing  Housing  Progl.am  in  Rural  Areas"  was  completed  at

Appalachian  State  University   (ASU).     The  ASU  study  was   the

first  to  concentrate  on  rural  areas.     The  primary  goal

of  this  study  is  to  use  the  hedonic  technique  to  determine

whether  any  change  in  housing  quality  was  realized  by  pro-

gram  participants  in  rural  areas.
Research  involving  single  markets  are  numel.ous  and

difficult  to  compare,   so  no  attempt  will  be  made  to  do  so

here.     Problems  involved  in  comparisons  of  previous

empirical  studies  are  discussed  by  Ball.12

Other  uses  of  the  hedonic  approach  in  housing  market

analysis  include  isolating  factors  determining  costs  of

construction  sites   (Nelson,1972),   (Witte,1975),   as  well

as  evaluating  inter-city  differences  in  housing  prices  and

accessibility   (Richardson,   Vipond,   and  Furbey,1974),

(Ball,1974),    (Rosen,1978),    (Linneman,1980).   .  Re.sea,rch

has  also  been  done  to  determine  the  demand  for  housing

amenities   (Davies,   1974),    (Blomquist   and  Worley,   1980)   and

the  implicit  prices  of  exte.rnalities   (Wilkinson,1973).     An

evaluation  of  property  tax  assessment  using  hedonic  theory

has  aLlso  been  a,nalyzed   (Smith,1974).     Racial.discrimination

in  the  housing  rna,rket  has  also  been  evaluated  using  hedonic

theory   (Schnare,1976).
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The  scope  of  the  hedonic  approach  extends  beyond

analysis  of  housing  markets  and  has  been  applied  to  other

areas  as  well.     It  has  been  used  in  evaluating  quality

characteristics  of  durable  goods  such  as  automobiles

(Sweeney,1974).     Also,   studies  of   inflation   (Wilkinson

and  Archer,1976)   and  depreciation   (Chinloy,1978),

(Palmguist,   1979)   have  all  used  hedonic  theory  as  a  basis

for  their  analysis.     In  short,   the  literature  suggests  a

wide  range  of  pl.oblems   in  which  the  application  of  hedonic

theory  can  be  useful.

Although  hedonic  theory  ha.s  been  used  extensively   in

empirical  studies,   problems  on  theoretical  grounds  and

in  implementation  of  the  technique  remain.

The  major  theoretical  problem  is  how  the  estimated

coef f icients  are  to  be  interpreted  in  terms  of  supply  and

demand  functions.     Rosen  argues  that   "estimated  hedonic

price-characteristics  f unctions  typically  identify  neither
demand  nor  supply."13     As  Blomquist  points  out,:

.   .   .   if  consumers  are  identical  and  producers
differ   .   .   .   then  the  hedonic  regression  yields
something  resembling  the  demand  function,   i.e.,
willingness  to  pay  for  marginal  changes  in  the
trait.     If  producers  are  identical  and  consumers
differ,   then  the  hedonic  regression  yields  some-
thing  resembling  the  supply  function.     If  there
are  distributions  of  producers  and  consumers,
then  the  hedonic  regression  is  simply  the  market
cleaning  function  which  need  not  resemble  either
a  demand  or  supply   function.     Under  any  of  the
above  conditions  we  I ail  to  get  estimates  of  the
demand  or  supply  functions  from  the  single  equation
hedonic  regression.     The  hedonic  regression  yields
only  estimated  marginal  trait  prices  which  then
can  be  used  to  estimate  the  demand  function  using
appropriate  variab|es.14
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In  addition  to  the  theoretical  problem  mentioned

above,   dif ficulties  arise  in  statistically  implementing

the  hedonic  technique.     The  first  concerns  the  problem

of  omitted  variables  resulting  in  coefficient  bias. 15

Also,   several  functional  forms  of  the  hedonic  model  have

been  used  with  varying  empirical  results.     Unfortunately,

no  one  functional  form  is  suggested  on  theoretical  grounds.16

This  point  is  clearly  illustrated  when  Straszheim  states:

.   .   .   these  equations  are  essentially  descriptive.
Observed  house  prices  or  rents  at  any  point  in
time  reflect  what  households  pay  for  housing
services   in  the  prevailing  housing  submarket,   the
payments  mirroring  demands,   supplies,   and  the
market  clearing  process,   including  market  iinper-
fections.     There  is  noL?ompelling  logic  to  prefer
a  nonlinear   form   .    .    .

A  third  problem  concerns  the  appropriate  geographical

sample  size  to  use  when  estimati.ng  hedonic  equations.

There  is  no  general  agreement  on  the  existence  of  urban

sub-markets,   and  empirical  evidence  has  been  cited  to

support  both  views.L8    Errors  due  to  aggregation  will  result

if  dif ferent  price  structures  exist  across  geographical

markets  and  that  data  is  pooled.     There  have  been  attempts

to  deal  with  this  problem  by   including  neighborhood  charac-

teristics  such  as  racial  mix,   accessibility,   crime,   etc.

in  the  regression  equation.     However,   if  sub-market.s

actually  do  exist  and  are  ief lected  in  the  structural  co-

efficients,   either  the  data  must  be  stratified  or  the

effected  coeff icients  must  be  allowed  to  vary  between
19sub-markets .
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To  conclude,   this  chapter  has  discussed  possible

theoretical  justif ication  for  the  hedonic  approach  and

the  assumptions  underlying  its  use.     Its  application  in

research  as  well  as  major  problems   involved  with  its

empirical  implementation  were  also  reviewed.

In  the  following  chapter,   empirical  results  obtained

in  constructing  a  hedonic  index  of  rural  housing  character-

istics  are  discussed.
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CHAPTER   3

APPLICATION  OF   THE   HEDONIC   TECHNIQUE
IN   AN   EMPIRICAL   ANALYSIS

One  important  application  of  the  hedonic  technique  is

in  the  area  of  rent  prediction.     Comparisons  of  rent

cliff erentials  can  be  made  between  dif ferent  subgroups

categorized  by  differences  in  location,   ethnic  background,

and  other  characteristics.

As  noted  in  Chapter  1,   a  primary  goal  of  the  Section

8  Existing  Housing  program  is  to  provide  better  quality

housing  for  low-income  families  through  the  provision  of

rent  subsidies.     Assuming  rent  is   in  fact  a  reflection  of

the  quantity  and  quality  of  housing  characteristics,   the

hedonic  approach  caLn  be  used  to  measure  changes   in  housing

quality  obtained  by  participants  in  a  program  such  as

Section  8.     This  is  accomplished  in  three  stages.     First,

a  hedonic  equation  is  estimated  using  data  from  a  pre-

program  sample.i     This  hedonic  equation  is  used  to  predict

rent  and  is  constructed  by  regressing  rent  payments  on

housing  characteristics  believed  to  be  important  in

determining  housing  quality.     A  pre-program  hedonic  index

is  then  formed  using  structural  and  neighborhood  charac-

teristics.     In  the  final  stage,   variables  in  the  index

are  used  to  measure  rent  I rom  a  sa,mple  of  program

18
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participants.     Any  significant  change  in  rent  from  pre-

program  to  program  households  represents   a  change  in

housing  quality.     Therefore,   using  the  hedonic  approach

in  rent  prediction  provides  one  way  to  examine  how

effective  Section  8  is  in  increasing  housing  quality.

This  chapter  begins  with  a  presentation  of  the  basic

hedonic  model  used  to  evaluate  housing  quality.     A  descrip-

tion  of  the  data  on  which  the  analysis  is  based  follows.

Procedures  used  in  specif ication  of  the  model  are  then

discussed  and  the  fina.i  form  of   the  hedonic  equation  is

presented.     Finally,   the  cha.pter  concludes  with  a  comparison

of  housing  quality  between  pre-program  and  participant

households   in  the  Section  8  Existing  Housing  program.

The  basic  hedonic  model   involves  the  relationship

between  rent  and  three  principal  categories  of  housing

characteristics,   including  structural  features,   neighbor-

hood  features,   and  tenure  characteristics.     Structural

features  are  those  attributes  of  the  dwelling  unit  itself .

Neighborhood  features  include  characteristics  of  the

immediate  environment  such  as  the  density  of  housing  on

a  block.     Both  structural  and  neighborhood  features

directly  imf luence  rent  in  terms  of  inherent  quality

standards.     Tenure  characteristics,   on  the  other  hand,

are  factors  which  have  an  effect  on  rent,   but  are  not

related  to  housing  quality.     Characteristics  in  this

categol.y  include  length  of  tenure,   relationship  to  landlord,
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etc.     The  general  hedonic  relationship  can  be  expressed

in  the  following  regression  equation:

R   =   a   +oix   +BY   +   u

where  R  =  rent

a  =  intercept  term

X  =  the  vector  of  structural  and  neighborhood
characteristics

Y  =  the  vector  of  tenure  characteristics

a,a  =  undetermined  coefficients

u  =  stocha,stic  error  term

This  relationship,   then,   involves  multivariate  regression

analysis.     The  estima,ted  coefficients  represent  implicit

prices  which  measure  the  value  each  structural  and  neigh-

borhood  characteristic  contributes  to  the  overall  rent.

Once  estimates  for  a,a,   and a have  been  obtained,

a  hedonic  index,   I,   can  be  constructed  in  the  following

manner:

I  =  a  +I ax,  where  tenure  characteristics  are

excluded,   and  predicted  rent  can  be  calculated:

R   =   a   +I:oix  +£aY

where   I,a,o¢,a,   and  R  are  estimates.

The  data  base  used  in  the  "Evaluation  of  the  Section

8  Existing  Housing  Program  in  Rural  Areas"  was  designed

to  address  many  progran-related  questions.     As  such,   it

represents  an  extensive  da.ta  set,   containing  a  wide

variety  of  information  that  can  be  used  in  evaluating  the

effectiveness  of  the  Section  8  Progra,in.
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Information  concerning  housing  quality  for  partici-

pant  groups  was  collected  from  three  primary  sources.

These  included  data  obtained  from  the  Public  Housing

Au.thority   (PHA)   files,   personal   interviews,   and  a.Housing

Measurement  Survey  conducted  by  interviewers  trained  to

evaluate  in  signif icant  detail  the  conditions  of  housing

units . 2

A  cross-section  sample  of  the  population  which

included  108  PHAs   in  72  counties  and  approximaLtely

65001ow-income  households  in  the  rural  U.S.  was  collected.

Table  1  presents  the  sample  sizes  and  types  of  information

on  which  the  present  research  effort  is  based.3    From  this

data  set  this  study  will  rely  primarily  on  rent  and  housing

condition  information  obtained  I ron  household  interviews

and  the  Ifousing  Measurement   Survey   (HMS).

TABLE   i

CROSS-SECTION   RESPONDENT   SAMPLE   SIZE
IN   EXISTING   HOUSING   PROGRAM

File                                   Housing
Data     Interviews    Evaluations

Pre-Program  Households              2073              1166

Program  Households                          2071                 931

PHAs                                                                      108                   108

Specif ication  of  the  model  used  in  this  study  involved

decisions  concerning  the  functional  form  of  the  equation,
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the  geographical  extent  of  the  market  on  which  to  construct

the  index,   the  va,riables  to  be  selected  for  the  equation,

and  the  pooling  of  sample  data.

The  functional  form  selected  for  the  equation  was  a

linear  one.     As  the  discussion  in  Chapter  2  suggests,

there  is  no  a  priori  reason  for  selecting  one  functional

form  over  another.     The  linear  relationship  was  used  for

three  reasons.     It  permitted  the  use  of  variables  which  may

be  interdependent  such  a.s  neighborhood  attributes  and

dwelling  unit  size.4    Also,   estimates  of  coefficients

obtained  using  the  linear  form  are  easily  interpreted  as

the  marginal  value  each  characteristic  contributes  to  rent.

Finally,   it  enabled  easier  comparisons  between  results

of  this  study  and  research  completed  earlier  in  the  ASU

study .

As  the  discussion  in  Chapter  2  pointed  out,   problems

concerning  the  selection  of  an  appropriate  geographical

sample  size  on  which  to  estimate  the  hedonic  equation

may  result   in  errors  of  aggregation.     In  order  to  reduce

sub-market  variation,   variables   including  neighborhood

characteristics  such  as  raciil  mix  and  measures  of  local

rent  levels  were  included  in  the  regression  equation.

Median  Regional   Income  and  Fair  Market  Rents  were  both

considered  as  measures  of  local  rent  levels.     Median  Income

was  selected  over  Fair  Market  Rent  as  a,  bett`er  measure  for

sub-market  variation  in  housing  costs.     Because  many
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landlords  were  told  by  PIIAs  to  match  the  local  FMR,   this

variable  tended  to  have  a  dif f erent  meaning  for  pre-program

and  program  sub-groups.     Both  measures  were  HUD  management

tools,   the  former  to  determine  eligibility  of  participants,

the  latter  to  establish  local  limits  on  Section  8  rents.

Another  aspect  of  model  specif ication  concerns  which

variables  to  include  in  the  equa,tion.     Variables  were

selected  according  to  the  following  criteria,:

(i)     ability  to  maximize  explanatory  power,   as

measured  by   R2;

(2)    statistical  significance;

(3)     conformance  with  economic  theory  regarding  the

expected  sign;

(4)    obtaining  an  adequate  representation  of

structural  neighborhood  and  tenure  character-

istics  comprising  the  basic  model  relationship;

(5)    minimizing  multicollinearity  when  possible.

The  major  objective  in  constructing  the  hedonic  equation

wa.s  to  obtain  a,n  equation  which  was  useful  in  predicting

rent.     Therefore,   even  though  all  of  the  above  criteria

were  used  to  select  variables,   priority  was  given  to  the

first  criterion, thus  emphasis  was  placed  on  the  ability

of  the  equation  to  maximize  explanatory  power.

Initial  equations  included  many  variables  which  were

later  omitted  or  combined  with  other  variables  to  produce

an  equation  with  better  predictive  power.     These  decisions
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were  made  after  examining  the  sample  variances  and  cor-

relation  matrices  as  well  as   considering  the  importance

of  each  characteristic  on  subjective  grounds.

One  major  consideration  involved  the  rent  measure.

Regressions  were  run  on  both  the  pre-program  and  program

samples.     In  the  final  equation,   utilities  were  included

in  the  rent   forming  the  variable  UTIRENT.     Tenants  paying

only  partial .rent  were  excluded  in  the  rent  measure.

Several  groups  of  variables  exhibited  collinearity.

Although  some  of  these  variables  were  redef ined  based  on

results  from  principal  component  analysis,   a  major  a.ttempt

to  eliminate  multicollinearity  problems  was  not  undertaken

since  the  primary  focus  in  this  study  was  to  develop  a

hedonic  equation  useful  in  rent  prediction,   rather  than

to  assign  precise  market  va,1ues  to  individual  housing

characteristics.     Therefore,   more  care  was  taken  to  reduce

bias  arising  from  omitted  variables  rather  than  solving.

problems  resulting  from  multicollinearity.5
A  f inal   issue  in  model  specif ication  concerned

whether  the  pre-program  and  program  samples  could  be  pooled.

A  Chow  test  was  conducted  on  several  regression  sets.6

None  of  the  pre-program  and  program  data  could  be  pooled

at  a  1%  or  5%  level  of  signif icance  for  any  of  the  regres-

sion  sets,   therefore  pre-program  data  was  used  for

construction  of  the  hedonic  index.
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The  hedonic  equation  was  constructed  based  on  the

above  criteria.     Variables  included  in  the  final  form  of

the  model  are  summarized  in  the  tables  which  follow.     Table

21ists  the  hedonic  variables  by  group  characteristics.

Table  3  defines  each  variable.     A  statistical  summary  of

the  hedonic  equation  is   found  in  Table  4.     Appendix  A

contains  a  description  of  the  way  in  which  hedonic

variables  were  coded  in  the  computer.
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TABLE   2

HEDONIC   VARIABLES    INCLUDED   IN   THE
EQUATION   BY   GROUP   CIIARACTERISTIC

Dwe 1 1 i n Unit  Features

Furnished
Parking
Number  of   rooms
Number  of  bedrooms
Fire  exits
Room  layout  and  excess
Floor.  area
Mobile   home
Apartment
Living  room  amenities
Structure,   surface  of  living  room
Kitchen  sink
Kitchen  sink  condition
Length  of  counter  tops
Length  of  shelving/cabinets
Kitchen  amenities
Condition  of  kitchen  appliances,   cabinets,   countertops
Structure,   surf ace  of  kitchen
Presence  of  bathroom
Presence  of  tub  or  tub  and  shower
Condition  of  f ixtures
Bathroom  amenities
Structure,   surface  of  bathroom
Dining   room
Basement
Primary  heating  equipment
Cooling  adequacy
Condition  of  foundation
Exterior  wall  structure  and  surface
Grounds  quality  and  site  cleanliness
Estimated  age  of  original  structure  .
Overall  condition  of  dwelling  unit
Overall  qua,1ity  of  dwelling  unit
Detracting  or  dangerous  features
Attractive  or  benef icial  features
Shack,   tenement,   converted  barn/garage
Single  I a,mily  detached  unit
Heat  breakdown
Appliances
Bath   1
Bath  2
Washer/Dryer
Yard/lawn
Area  of  hall
Electrical  hazards
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TABLE   2   -   CONTINUED

Site and  Neighborhood Features

Proportion  of  white
Odor
Street  condition
'ivalkway  condition
Land  use  mix  reflecting  undesirable  characteristics
Land  use  mix  reflecting  business  parcels
Total   land  use  mix
Adequate  security  in  building
Neighborhood  conditions  that  are  undesirable
Neighborhood  services   .
Vacancy  rates

Tenure  Characteristics

Length  of  time  head  of  household  lived  in  unit
Dwelling  unit  owned  or  being  bought  by  tenant  or  relative
Relationship  to  owner
Owner  lives  in  building
Median  regional   income
Number   in   f amily
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TABLE   3

HEDONIC   VARIABLE   DEFINITIONS

Variable Definition

UTIRENT

HDLIVED

Total  rent  with  utilities

Length  of  time  hea,d  of  houshold  lived
in  unit

Dwelling  unit  owned  or  being  bought
by  you  or  relative

Furnished  or  un furnished

Availability  of  parki.ng  facilities

Relationship  of  owner

Owner  lives  in  building

Number  of   rooms

Number  of  bedrooms

Proportion  of  white  in  neighborhood

Presence  of  I ire  exits

Room  layout   and  access

Floor  area  of  dwelling  unit

Mobile  home  units

Apartment

Living  room  amenities

Structure  and  surface  of  living  room
ceiling,   wall,   floor

Presence  of  kitchen  sink

Condition  of  kitchen  sink
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Variable                                                  Def inition

X99

X1,OI

KA

KWEAR

STRK   i

X127

X129

X|31

BA

STRB   1

DR

X155

X156

X160

ODOR

X166

CEXT

CLEAN

X175

X|78

X179

Length  of  counter  top

Length  of   shelving/cabinets.

Kitchen  amenities

Condition of kitchen  appliances,   cabinets,
countertops

Stl.ucture  and  surf ace  of  kitchen  ceiling,
wall,   floor

Presence  of  bathroom

Presence  of  tub  or  tub  and  shower

Condition  of  f ixtures

Bathroom  amenities

Structure  and  surf ace  of  bathroom
ceiling,   wall,   floor

Presence  of  dining  room

Presence  of  basement

Primary  heating  equipment

Cooling  adequacy

Odor  from  sewer,   gasses,   garbage,   trash

Condition  of   foundation

Exterior  wall  structure  and  surfa,ce

Grounds  quality  and  site  cleanliness

Estimated  age  of  original  structure

Overall  condition  of  dwelling  unit

Overall  quality  of  dwelling  unit
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TABLE   3   -   CONTINUED

Variable                                                       Def inition

X18|

X182

SHACK

DETACH

HTBRKDWN

Y33

X183

X184

BAD1

BATH   I

BATII   2

WASHDRY

YIO

Yll

NEIGIIBAD

Detracting  or  dangerous  features

Attractive  or  benef icial  features

Shack,   tenement,   converted  barn/garage

Single  family  detached  unit

Heating  breakdown  or  need  for  additional
heating

Median  regional   income

Street  condition   (maintenance)

WalLIvay   condition

Land  use  mix  ref lecting  presence  of
liquor  stores,   shacks,   vacant  lots,
abandoned  buildings,   etc.

Land  use  mix  reflecting  business  parcels
in  neighborhood

Total   land  use  mix

Number   in   family

Provision  of  refrigerator,   range/cook-
stove  by  landlord

1±   baLthroom

2  bathrooms  or  more

Provision  of  washer  or  dryer  by  landlord

Adequate  security  in  building

Presence  of  yard  or  litwn

Neighborhood  conditions  such  as  noise,
traffic,   trash,   etc.
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TABLE   3   -   CONTINUED

Variable                                                     Definition

NEIGHDIS Neighborhood  services  such  as  public
transportation,   schools,   police  protec-
tion'   etc.

Area  of  hall

Minor  or  major  electrical  hazards

Vacancy  rates
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TABLE   4

STATISTICAL   SUMMARY   OF   HEDONIC   VARIABLES

Expected                                       Standard
Variable                Sign           Coeff icient           Error                F

Y32
IDLIVED
X16
X4|
X42
X50
X55
X56
X57
X71
X73
X74
X75
MOB
APT
LRA
STRL   1
X95
X96
X99
XIOI
KA
KWEAR
STRK   I
X127
X129
X131
BA
STRB   1
DR
X155
X156
X160
ODOR
X166
CEXT
CLEAN
X175
X178
X179
X|8|
X182
SHACK
DETACH

-0 . 3235574
-0 .1522007

6 . 230682
-8 . 776921
22 . 40966

-24 . 58172
-32 . 21530

4 . 863443
0 . 7323645

.1366038
-0 . 3855065
16 . 21063
-0 . 07363738

7 . 340854
12 . 57286

3 . 809429
-2 .146577

4 . 728315
-2 . 233974

0 . 7849950
-0 . 2568220
-0 .1514785

-16 .49812
-0 . 9421859

-22.93121
-14 .14169

-4 . 344622
9 . 78305 3

-4 . 707656
-8 .1966 34

-44 . 4204 3
-10 . 24325
-13.85460

34 . 89650
-22 . 21894
-. 02244267
16 . 53764
21. 75573

-13.83597
-7.918649

7 . 616139
0.02564198

13 . 93656
12 . 66821

0 .19326
0.05235

41. 77106
9 . 98756
9.85763

40 .43065
10 . 59309

6 .19510
8 . 64262
0 . 09238

10 . 68538
12.40659

0 . 024 30
15 .47327
10 . 36033

5 . 28141
11. 55380
12 . 51916
11. 06344
i. 31086
0.67911
3 . 66646
9 . 53089
9 .14172

26 . 80610
7 . 92129

10.46717
13.00773
6 . 23818

10 . 28966
8 . 21827

10 . 97008
8 .15702

13.45970
13 . 37040
12 . 23947

7 . 44 8`5 0
10 . 32522

8 . 78439
10 . 40234
10 . 04228
13 . 56012
19 .12731
10.06732

2 . 803***
8 .452*
0 . 022
0 . 772
5 .168**
0 . 370
9 . 249*
0 . 616
0 . 007
2 .186
0 . 001
I . 707
9 .180*
0 . 225
I.473
0 . 520
0 . 035
0 .143
0 . 04 1
0 . 359
0.143
0 . 002
2 . 996***
0.Oil
0 . 732
3 .187***
0 .172
0 . 566
0 . 570
0 . 635

29 . 215*
0 . 872
2 . 885***
6 . 722**
2 . 762***
0 . 000
4 . 930**
4 . 440**
2.481
0 . 579
0 . 575
0 . 000  `
0 . 531
I. 583
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TABLE   4   -   CONTINUED

Expected
Variable              Sign

Standard
Coef I icient           Error               F

HTBRKDWN
Y33
X183
X184
BADI
BUS
TOT
XIO
APP
BATH   1
BATH   2
WASHDRY
YIO
Y1|
NEIGHBAD
NEIGHDIS
Y29
HAZ2
(constant)

+

(either)
(either)

+

0 . 8387848
0 . 009844131

-16.48317
8 . 662663

-0 . 3753275
-0 . 8188241
-0 . 7356761
12 . 20957
20 . 65310
72 . 65519
69 .10997
17.21258
11. 5404.7
-9 . 580516

0 . 3027321
-i. 718889

0 . 2691703
-13 . 20594
43.47303

9.24550           0.008
0.00229        18.526*
8.10474           4.136**
9.17750           0.891
1.07198            0.123
0.95389           0.737
0.65584           I.258*
3 . 01529
9 . 55550

14 . 25430
26 . 32638
7.88780
8 . 36101

16 . 396*
4 . 672**

25 . 980*
6 . 891 *
4 . 762**
i . 905

10.31294           0.863
2.59765           0.014
2.64525           0.422
0.11027            5.958**

10.67103           1.532

Multiple   R   =   .84342
R   Square        =    .71136
Adjusted  R  Square  =   .65250
Standard  Error     =   52.75652
F   =   12.08439

*  Signif icant
**  Signif icant

***  Significant

Note:     The  final  sample  size  included  367  cases,   which  is
smaller  than  the  original  sample.     The  smaller  sample
resulted  from  using  a  listwise  deletion  procedure  to
account  for  missing  values  in  addition  to  selecting
only  those  households  who  rented  housing.
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The  data  presented  in  Ta.ble  4  can  be  used  to  deter-

mine  whether  the  basic  hedonic  equation  is  meaningful.

Two   important  criteria  used   in  making  this  determination

involve  an  examination  of  the  statistical  signif icance  of

the  coefficient  estima,tes  along  with  their  signs  and  the

total  explanatory  power  of  the  estimated  equation.8

The  statistical  summal.y  lists  each  variable  with  its

expected  sign,   coefficient,   standard  error,   and  F-value.

The  expected  sign  represents  the  positive  or  negative

relationship  an  independent  variable  is  expected  to  have

with  the  dependent   variable,   UTIRENT,   based  on  economic

theory.     The  coefficient  of  each  variable  in  the  hedonic

equaLtion  is  interpreted  as  the  implicit  price  of  that

housing  char.acteristic.     It  is  an  indication  of  marginal

value  in  that  it  represents  how  much  rent  would  change

with  a  small  unit  change  in  the  quantity  of  that  parti-

cular  characteristic.     The  standard  error  is  the  sta,ndard

deviation  of  the  estimation  errors  based  on  a  sampling

distribution.9     The  final  column  in  the  statistical

summary  is  the  F-value.     This  statistic  represents  a

test  of  the  signif icance  of  each  variable  in  the

equation.     If   a   variable  is  considered  to  be  significant,

it  may  be  concluded  'that  its  coeff icient  does  not  cliff er

from  zero  due  to   chance.10

As  an  example,   the  variable,   KWEAR,   in  the  hedonic

equation  has  an  expected  negative  sign.     This  variable

was  set  up  as  a  dummy  variable.L]   If  the  condition  of
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kitchen  appliances,   cabinets,   and  countertops  was  good,

KWEAR  was  assigned  a  value  of  zero.      If   the  condition  waLs

poor,   KWEAR  was   assigned  a  value  of  one.     Therefore,   one

would  expect  poor  kitchen  quality  of  appliances,   cabinets,

and  countertops,   to  result  in  a  lower  rent.     Thus  the

higher  coeff icients  of  the  variable  KWEAR  result   in  lower

values  of  rent,   producing  a  negative  relationship.

The  coefficient   of  the  variable,   KWEAR .is  -I.6.50.

This  value  can  be  interpreted  to  mean  that  a  kitchen  with

appliances,   cabinets,   and  countertops  in  poor  rather  than

good  condition  results  in  a  $16.50  decrea.se  in  rent.

Because  the  F-value  of  KWEAR  exceeds   2.75,   its   effect  on

the  value  of  rent  is  considered  signif icant  at  the  10%  level.

Sixty-two  variables  are  included  in  the  hedonic

equation.     Of  these,   21  have  significant  coeffi-

cients  at  the  10%,   5%  or  1%  levels.     In  the  majority  of

cases,   the  significant  coefficients  remained  consistent  in

sign  as  regressions  were  run  on  various  hypothesized  models.

In the f inal  form  of  the  equation,   only  I ive  of  the  signi-

ficant  variables  have  the  wrong  sign.

Variables  exhibiting  the  wrong  sign  are  primarily

those  that  reflect  structural  and  size  characteristics.
The  remaining  two  are  neighborhood  characteristics  ref lect-

ing  site  cleanliness.     These  anomalies  may  be  attributed

to  multicollinearity  or  misspecif ication  either  of  which

may  result   in  unexpected  signs  on  the  variable  coefficients.
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The  coeff icient  of  multiple  determination  is  one

measure  of   the  explanatory  power  of   the  model.     The

coefficient  of  multiple  determination   (R2)   for  the  final

form  of   the  model   is   .71,   indicating  71%  of   the  variation

in  UTIRENT  can  be   explained  by  the   independent   variables

in  the  equation.     Therefore,   in  view  of  these  criteria,

the  hedonic  equation  is  useful   in  predicting  rent.. `

The  f inal  stages  of  the  empirical  analysis  involved

constructing  an  index  f ron  the  hedonic  equation  and  using

it  to  compare  housing  quality  between  pre-pl.ogram  and

participant  households.     Any  difference  in  the  value

obtained  is  interpreted  as  the  change  in  housing  quality

realized  by  program  participants.
'I\vo  methods  may  be  used  to   construct   the  index.      In

the  first  method,   the  pre-program  value  of  housing  is

calculated  by  multiplying  applicant  prices  by  applicant

quantities.     This  index  is  then  compared  to  an  index

constructed  for  participants  calculated  by  multiplying

applicant  prices  and  recipient  quantities.

The  second  methodusesparticipant  prices   as  weights.

The  pre-program  values  are  calculated  by  multiplying

recipient  prices  and  applicant  quantities.     This  value

is  then  compared  with  the  value  obtained  for  the  participant

index  which  involves  multiplying  recipient  prices  and

recipient  quantities.

Indices  using  both  methods  were  calculated  in  this

study.      In  addition,   two  measures  of  housing  quality  were
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obtained.     Predicted  rent  is  a  measure  which  includes

tenure  characteristics.     The  housing  quality  index  omits

these  variables.

Values  obtained  I ron  the  hedonic  indices  for  pre-

program  and  participant  households  are  summarized  in  Table

5.     Both  measures  result  in  an  increase  in  housing  quality

for  participants  in  the  progra,in,   regardless  of  the  method

used  to  constru.ct  the  index.     Comparisons  of  pre-program

and  participant  households  were  made  in  the  following

manner :

Predicted  Rent

(I)      ZPAQA=S196            <         ZPAQR=$205

(2)      ZPRQA=$204            <         £PRQR=   $215

Housing  Quality   Index

(I)       £PAQA=$6               <          £PAQR=$23

(2)       £PRQA=$79               <         £PRQR=$97

As  indicated,   when  predicted  rents  are  considered,

participants  realize  an  increa,se  of  $9  or  $11,   depending

on  whether  applicant  or  recipient  prices  are  used  as

weights.     On  the  other  hand,   when  housing  quality  is

compared,   participants  receive  an  increase  of  S17  or  Sl8,

depending  on  the  method  used  to  construct  the  index.
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TABLE   5

GROSS   AND   NET   HOUSING   VALUES:
PROGRAM   AND   PRE-I>ROGRAM

Gross  Housing
Value

Net   Housing
Value*

zpAQA1

"RQR2

I  pAQR3

I  pRQA4

I
and  q;a;:£!ee:

quant±tie_§3
price?

prices

I're-program  value  using  pre-program  prices

?PRQR  =  Program  value  using  program  prices  and
ZPAQR  =  Program  quantities  valued  using  pre-program

£PRQA  =  Pre-Program  quantities  valued  using  program

*  Net  Housing  Value  omits   tenure

Although  these  results  indicate  participants  in  the

Section  8  Existing  Housing  program  did  realize  increased

housing  quality,   this  conclusion  should  be  interpreted

with  some  caution.     As  mentioned  earlier,   the  variable

coef I icients  reflect  supply  and  demand  conditions  in

various  sub-markets.     The  effects  of  market   conditions  on

the  implicit  price  of  each  characteristic  is  unknown.     Also,

a  biased  comparison  between  samples  may  result   from  using

pre-program  data  to  construct  the  original  hedonic  equation.

An  unbiased  comparison wouldbe  possible  only  if  pre-program

and  program  households  placed the same  relative  values  on

housing  characteristics.12
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In  this  chapter,   the  empirical  analysis  examined

whether  participants  in  the  Section  8  Existing  Housing

program  realized  gains  in  housing  quality.     The  final
chapter  begins  with  a  summary  of   the  analysis.     Suggestions

for  f uture  research  are  discussed  in  the  chapter  conclusion.
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CHAPTER   4

CONCLUSIONS

In  summary,   this  research  effort   involved  the  con-

struction  of  a  hedonic  index.     The  index  was  then  used

in  aLn  empirical  analysis  to  compare  the  level  of  housing

quality  between  pre-program  and  participant  households

in  the  Section  8  Existing  Housing  program  in  rural  areas.

The  comparison  of  the  two  samples  indicated  that  partici-

pants  in  the  program  did  realize  some  increase  in  housing

quaLl i ty .

The  essential  steps  in  the  analysis  began  with  the

construction  of  a  hedonic  equa,tion  based  on  pre-program

data.     Methods  of  model  specif ication  were  chosen  which

contributed  to  the  ability  of  the  final  model  to  predict

rent.     The  final  form  of  the  hedonic  equation  was   then

used  to  build  an  index.     In  the  final  stage  of  analysis,

a  comparison  of  housing  qua.1ity  was  made  between  pre-

program  and  participant  households  based  on  the  hedonic

index.     Any  change  in  housing  quality  was  a,ttributed  to

benef its  realized  from  the  Section  8  program.

The  purpose  of  this  study  ha,s  been  to  examine  the

hedonic  technique  in  a  theoretical  perspective  and  then

to  apply  the  theory  empirically.     An  analysis  of  this

nature  is  benef icial  in  increasing  understanding  of  the
43
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technical  statistical  problems  associated  with  empirical

applications  of  the  hedonic  technique.     In  addition,   it

provides  the  I irst  step  on  which  an  evaluation  of  the
eff ectiveness  of  the  Section  8  Existing  IIousing  program

can  begin.

Future  research  initiated  from  this  study  might

proceed  in  several  directions.     Benefits  received  by

participants  in  the  Section  8  program  include  not  only
housing  quality  benefits  but   income  benefits  as  well.

The  income  benef it  is  the  additional  real  income  that

households  receive  by  obtaining  rent  subsidies.     A  future

analysis  might  evaluate  the  total  benef its  received  by

a  household,   thus  including  measures  of   income  and

housing  qua,1ity.

The  hedonic  technique  might  also  be  applied.to

determine  whether  HUD   is  paying  too  much  for  housing

quality  measured  by  the  hedonic  technique.

In  concluding  this  study,   the  hedonic  technique

provides  one  method  to  make  comparisons  of  hetergeneous

commodities.     It   is  useful  to  both  the  public  in  reaching

socio-economic  policy  decisions  and  to  the  economist  in

analyzing  market  conditions.
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COMPUTER   CODING   OF   HFDONIC   VARIABLES

Variable

UTIRENT

IDLIVFD

X16

X41

X42

X50

X73

Code

Total  monthly  rent  paid  for  unit
plus  utilities  where  utilities
include  electricity,   gas,  water,
oil,   coal  and  garbage  collection

Length  of  time  in  months  head  of
household  lived  in  unit

Dwelling  unit  owned  br  being  bought
by  you  or  relative  No  =  0       Yes  =   I

Furnished  or  un furnished
Un furnished  =  0     Furnished  =  1

Availability  of  parking  facilities
No   =   0                Yes   =   1

Relationship  of  owner
No,   not  related  =  0
Yes,   related  =  1

Owner  lives  in  building
No   =   0          Yes   =   i

Number  of   rooms   in  unit

Number  of  bedrooms   in  unit

Proportion  of  white  in
neighborhood.     If  the  neighbor-
hood  is  not  racially  integrated
and  the  household's  minority  status
is  white  then  X7l  =  loo

Presence  of  f ire  exits
Not   adequate  =  0
Adequate,   don't  know,   out  of
universe  =  I

49

Type   Of
Variable

Continuous

Continuous

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous

Discrete
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APPENDIX   A   -   CONTINUED

Variable

X74

APT

LRA

STRL   i

X95

Code

Room  layout   and  access
Walk  through  living,   dining  room,
kitcheh  only  to  access  other  rooms
or  all  rooms  accessible  of I
corridors  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Walk  through  i,2,3,   or  4  bedrooms
to  access  other  rooms  =  i

Floor  area  of  dwelling  unit

Mobile  home  units
MOB   =   o
If  mobile  home  is  rented  or
owned,   or  if  dwelling  unit  type
is   a  mobile  home  then  MOB  =  i

Apartment.     Apt  =  0     If  dwelling
unit  type  is  a  multi-family  4-
story  or  less,   or  a  high  rise  with
more  than  4  stories,   then  Apt_  =  i

Living  room  amenities
Where  living  room  amenities  include
high  quality  walls/wall  coverings,
ceilings,   floors  or  floor  coverings,

Type   Of
Variable

Discrete

Continuous

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

working  I ireplace  or  stove,   balcony/
patio/deck/porch,   special  windows  and
doors,   special  built-in  lighting,
built-in  shelves/bookcases/cabinets ,
exceptional  size   (15'x20'   or  over),
and  other  living  room  amenities

Structure  and  surface  of  living           Continuous
room  ceiling,   wall,   floor
Where  STRL  I   includes  the  structures
and  surf aces  which  require  immediate
replacement  or  requires  replacement

Presence  of  kitchen  sink
Present  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Not  present,   not  connected,   or
badly  connected  =  1

Discrete
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Variable

X96

KA

KWEAR

STRK1

X127

X129

Code

Condition  of  kitchen  sink
Kitchen  sink  ;bows  moderate  wear
or  is  in  good  condi.tion  or  not
applica`ble  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Kitchen  sink  shows  severe  wear  =  1

Length  of  counter  top

Length  of  shelving/cabinets
If  cabinets  are  not  present
then  X10l   =   0

Kitchen  amenities

Type   Of
Variable

Discrete

Continuous

Continuous

Continuous
Where  kitchen  amenities  include
eaLting  counter/breakfast  nook,
pantry,   full  backsplash  at
counter,   range  hood,   double  oven/
self-cleaning  oven/microwave,   double
sink,   high  quality  walls  or  wall
coverings,   floors  or  floor  coverings,
high  quality  kitchen  cabinets,   working
fireplace/franklin  stove,   balcony/patio/
deck/porch,   special  windows  and  doors,
special  built-in  lighting,   special  storage
areas,   and  an  exceptionally  large  kitchen

Condition  of  kitchen  appliances,         Discrete
cabinets,   countertops
KWEAR  =  0;    If   appliances  or  cabinets/
countertops  show  severe  wear,   then
KWEAR   =   1

Structure  and  surface  of  kitchen
ceiling,  wall,   floor
Where  STRK  1  includes  the  structures
and  surfaces  which  require  immediate
replacement  or  requires  replacement

Presence  of  baLthroom
Bathroom  present  or  scattered
facilities  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Ba,throom  not  present  or  out-
facilities  =  1

Continuous

Discrete

Presence  of  tub  or  tub  and  shower  .    Discrete
Built-in  tub  and  shower  =  0
Else  =  1
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Variable

X131

BA

STRBL

DR

S155

X156

Code

Condition  of  I ixtures
Shows  moderate  wear  or  good
condition  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Shows  severe  wear  =   1

Bathroom  amenities

Type  Of
Variable

Discrete

Continuous
Where  bathroom  anenities  include  a
bidet,   jacuzzi/whirlpool  bath,   special
feature  shower,   built-in  heat  lamp
with  timer,  built-in  auxiliary  heat
source,   large  mirrors,   glass  door  on
tub/shower,   separate  dressing  area,
built-in  vanity  table,   double  sink,
two  sinks  or  other  special  lavato.ri'es,
or  an  exceptionally  large  bathroom

Structure  and  surf ace  of  bathroom
ceiling,   wall,   floor,   where  STRB  I
includes  the  structures  and  surfaces
which  require  immediate  replacement
or  requires  replacement

Presence  of  dining  room
If  room  code  is  dining  room,   then
DR   =   0;    DR   =   1

Presence  of  basement
Not  accessible  for  evaluation  or
full  height  -  mechanical  and/or
storage  and/or  laundry/workshop  or
full-height  -  unfinished  basement
(below  and  above  gra,de)  or  out  of
universe  =  0;   No  basement  or  basement
not  accessible  =  I

Primary  heating  equipment

Continuous

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete
Vented  fuel  burning  space  heaters
or  floor,  wall  or  pipeless  furnace
or  central  heating  system  or  solar
or  out  of  universe  =  0
No  heating  source  or  unvented  fuel
burning  space  heaters  or  f ireplace
or  stove  or  portable  electric  heaters=
1
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Varible

X160

ODOR

X166

CEXT

CLEAN

X175

X178

Code

Cooling  adequa,cy
Suf f icient  or  not  determinable
or  out  of  universe  =  0
Insuff icient  =  1

Odor  from  sewer,   gasses,   garbage,
trash.     Odor  =  0.     If  sewer  or
septic  tank  back-up  or  leaking
gasses  or  uncovered  garbage  or
accumulated  trash  is  present,
odor  =  I

Condition  of  foundation
Apparently  sound  or  condition  not
observable  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Unsound  or  potentially  unsound  =  I

Type   Of
Variable

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Exterior  wall  structure  a,nd  surface    Discrete
CEXT  =  0.     If  exterior  wall  structure
needs  immediate  replacement  or  is
potentially  hazardous  or  exterior
wall  surface  needs  replacement  or
has  numerous  areas  needing  repair,
CFXT   =   1

Grounds  quality  and  site  cleanliness  Discrete
CLEAN  =  0.      If  grounds  quality  is
muddy/dirty/unimproved  space  or
has  poor  upkeep  or  if  site  has  major
or  moderate  accumulations  of  litter/
trash,   then  CLEAN  =   1

Estimated  age  of  original  structure    Discrete
1960's  to   1970's  or  new,less  than  one
year  old  or  out  of  universe  =  0
1919  or  pri'or  or   1920's/1930's  to   1945
or  post   Th'orld  War   11   to   1959  =   1

Overall  condition  of  dwelling  unit      Discrete
Good  or  new  condition  or  out  of
universe  =  0.      Immediately  or
potentially  hazardous  or  sound,  but
requiring  some  structural  or  surf ace
repair  =  1
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Variable

X179

X181

X182

SHACK

DETACH

HTBRrowN

X184

Code

Overall  quality  of  dwelling  unit

Type  of
Variable

Discrete
Moderate,   high,   superior  quality
or  out  of  universe  =  0.     Uninhabitable,
barely  inhabitable  or  low  quality  =  i

Detracting  or  dangerous  features
iNot  present  =  0.     Present  =   1

Attractive  or  benefict,ial  features
Not  present  or  out  of  universe  =  0
Present  =  i

Shack,   tenement,   converted  barn/
garage.     Shack  =  0.      If  dwelling
unit  type  is  a  shack  or  tenement  or
converted  barn/garage  then  shack  =  I

Single  I aLmily  detached  unit
Detach  =  0.     If  dwelling  unit  type
is  single  family  detached  then
Detach  =   1

Heating  breakdown  or  need  for
additional   heating.      HTBRKDWN  =   0
If  addition  heating  equipment  was
used  during  past  winter  or  if  there
were  breakdowns  in  heating  equipment
lasting  6  hours  or  more  during  past
winter   then   HTBRKDWN  =   1

Median  regional   income

Street   conditions   (maintenance)
Well  paved,   well-maintained  street
or  out  of  universe  =  0

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

Discrete

Unpaved  street  or  paved  street  needing
repair  or  paved  street  needing  main-
tenance  =   1

Walkway  condition Discrete
Pedestrian  walkways  show  moderate
or  excellent  maintenance  or  there  are
no  walkways  present  or  out  of  universe  =
o.     Walkways  appropriate  but  not'  bres.eht
or  walkwa,ys  deteriorated  severely  =  1
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Variable

BAD1

BUS

TOT

BATH   1

BATH   2

Code
Type  Of
Variable

Land  use  mix                                                           Continuous
Where  BAD   i   includes  massage/
adult/books/movie  theatre  (x  rated)
or  liquor  stores,   mobile  homes  or
converted  residences  or  shacks,
vacant   land  parcel   (paLrcel  trashed),
abandoned  buildings,   transient  hotels
and  restaurants/bars

Land  use  mix Continuous
Where  BUS  includes  the  number  of
commercial  parcels,   industrial  parcels,
mixed  use  parcels   (retail/dwelling
unit),   vacant  land  parcels   (parcel
trashed),   abandoned  buildings,   public
buildings,   hotels/motels/transient
hotels  and  restaurants/bars

Total  land  use  mix Continuous
Where  TOT  includes  the  number  of
conunercial  parcels,   industrial  parcels,
single  residential  units  multi-
residential  units,   mixed  use  parcels
(retail/dwelling  unit),   vacant  land
parcels   (parcel  trashed  and  clean),`abandoned  buildings,   public  buildings,
hotels/motels,   transient  hotels  and
restaurants/bars

Number   in   f amily Continuous

Appliances.     APP  =  0.      If   landlord       Discrete
provides  ref rigerator  or  range/
cookstove  or  both,   then  APP  =  i

1±   bathroom.      BATH   1   =   0
If  1±  bathrooms  are  present

Discrete

either  with  or  without  a  flush  toilet,
then   BATH   I   =   1

2  bathrooms   or  more.      BATH  2   =   0
If  2  or  more  complete  bathrooms  are
present,   then   BATH  2   =   1

Discrete
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Variable

WASHDRY

YIO

Yll

NEIGHBAD

NEIGHSID

Y32

Code
Type  of
Variable

Washer  or   dryel`.      WASHDRY  =   0                    ,Discrete
If  household  provides  waLsher  or
dryer  then  WASH)RY  =   I

Adequate  security  in  building
No  =   0.     Yes  or   don't   know  or
out  of  universe  =  I

Presence  of  yard  or  lawn
No  =  0.     Yes   or  don't   know  or
out  of  universe  =  1

Neighborhood  conditions
Where  NEIGHBAD   includes   street   or

Discrete

Discrete

Continuous

highway  noise,   heavy  traff ic,   trash
or  litter,   abandoned  structures,
rundown  houses,   industrial  or  business
activities,   odors  or  smoke  or  gas,
and  airplane  noise

Neighborhood  services
Where  NEIGHBIS  include  satisfactory

Continuous

public  transportation,   schools,   shopping,
police  protection,   fire  protection,
health  clinics  and  I.escue  squad

Area  of  hall

Electrical  hazards
If  major  or  minor  electrical  hazards
are  present,   then  HAZ2=O
HAZ2   =   1

Vacancy  rate  of  rental  units
renting  within  fair  market  rents

Continuous

Discrete

Continuous
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